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 The game features monsters that come from several different fictional universes, such as the Monster Hunter universe, the
Soulcalibur universe, the Pokémon universe, the Final Fantasy universe, the Street Fighter universe, the Monster Rancher

universe, and the Fighting Vipers universe. The game introduced new gameplay features, such as a new system to name the
monsters in battle; series-first auto-battle; more streamlined gameplay compared to previous games; new sub-weapons called

Slash weapons; new Hacking minigame; new Hunting mini-game; a new collaborative mode that allows players to battle against
other players online; and the ability to change the appearance of the player character. In June 2010, the developers announced a
sequel, Monster Hunter Portable 3rd, which was released in Japan on May 26, 2011. A third game in the series, Monster Hunter
X, was released for the Nintendo 3DS in March 2013, in Japan. A fourth game, Monster Hunter Generations, was released on

the Nintendo 3DS in Japan in October 2015. Development The game was developed by Themononster Hunters, the same
company that developed previous titles in the Monster Hunter series, with assistance from Game Arts, the developer of the

Soulcalibur series. The Japanese version of the game, Monster Hunter Tri, was released in North America on April 20, 2010, in
Europe on April 23, in Australia on April 29, and in Japan on June 9, 2010. Monster Hunter Portable 3rd was released on the
Nintendo 3DS on May 26, 2011 in Japan. The game features the ability to take screenshots in any battle. It also has additional
monsters, new gameplay features, and a story that is connected to the plot of the first game, Monster Hunter Tri, though not
directly. The game includes online multiplayer, in the form of a feature called "social hunting" that allows a player to battle

against a buddy online and earn in-game currency called Craftsman's Tokens, which can be used to buy and customize items.
The game features new customization options for weapons, armor, and armor sets. The game features a new crafting system

where the player can create items. The game includes new mini-games, such as the Monster Egg Breeding mini-game, in which
the player must find eggs hidden in the environment, and the Hunting mini-game, in which the player must find specific

materials by hunting animals. It was the first Monster Hunter game to be released for a new generation of video game consoles.
The game was released on 520fdb1ae7
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